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As electrification swept through factories in the late 19th century, 
managers anticipated significant gains in productivity; it seemed 
obvious that replacing steam engines and waterwheels with modern 
electric motors would make factories more efficient but those 
gains didn’t materialize immediately. It took nearly 40 years—until 
the early 1920s—before the fruit of electrification appeared in 
productivity measures.

The problem, described by the Stanford University economist 
Paul David in his classic 1990 paper, “The Dynamo and the 
Computer,” was that 19th-century managers barely reconfigured 
their factories; they simply joined electric motors to existing systems, 
which relied on rotating line-drive shafts, pulleys, and belts to power 
machines. Electric motors may have been somewhat more efficient 
than the older power sources they replaced, but they didn’t lead to 
a remarkable transformation in factory economics.

That transformation eventually arrived with the next generation of 
factories in the 1910s and 1920s, when managers took advantage 
of the flexibility and scalability of electric drive, placing motors in 
individual machines rather than simply connecting them centrally 
to line-drive systems.

The result was a radical transformation of manufacturing. Factories 
could be organized around the flow of parts and labor without 
being constrained by the flow of mechanical power transmission; 
different divisions within factories could operate independently as 
demand required; and factories could be reconfigured easily as 
market conditions and product requirements evolved. The modern 
factory was born.

Manufacturing executives today stand at the edge of a similar 
transition. A wide variety of digital technologies, including 3D 
printing, artificial intelligence, connected machinery, and advanced 
industrial robotics, promise to reorder manufacturing at every 
level from product ideation and prototyping through production, 
distribution, and aftermarket service. Taken individually, these 
technologies can replace legacy processes with some marginal 
benefit. But, reading from the experience of the early 20th century, 
the big returns will go to managers who are willing to reinvent their 
entire businesses to take advantage of new technologies.

The returns to this digital transformation include:

• Rapid, flexible product development that makes it possible to 
improve customer experience and meet market requirements 
quickly and precisely

• New business models, such as mass customization, connected 
intelligence, and product-as-a-service

• Lower fixed costs required for product introductions, and 
reduced risk related to new products

• Managerial agility and operational efficiency

Digitization has already reconfigured the communication, 
entertainment, advertising, and finance industries—fields where  
the core asset is some form of information, easily transmitted 
across the Internet. The retail industry is going through its 
transformation now, as Amazon bridges the digital and physical 
worlds with a profoundly efficient combination of software, 
intelligent logistical networks, and two-sided marketplaces.

Manufacturing is next. Connected machinery, additive 
manufacturing and next-generation industrial robotics turn 
software and data into crucial drivers of value for manufacturers. 
Industrial firms that understand new digital business models  
will thrive, while those that don’t will be left behind.

The aim of this report is to present a coherent vision for how additive 
manufacturing, artificial intelligence, and machine data will transform 
manufacturing. In the chapters that follow, we summarize those 
technological advances and address the impacts they are likely to 
have—not just on manufacturing itself, but on the entire product 
lifecycle, whose stages from initial design through aftermarket 
service are becoming increasingly integrated through software.

Each of these technologies is transformational in itself, and 
combined they represent a new industrial revolution. Like the 
managers who reinvented their factories through electrification, 
today’s managers need to understand the foundational possibilities  
of these technologies in order to thrive.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/4724731/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/4724731/
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• Researchers have made rapid progress on a broad range of artificial 
intelligence technologies over the last three years, and the next generation 
of AI software will affect manufacturing in several ways.

• Generative design algorithms can create highly optimized solid models 
which meet requirements specified by an engineer or designer. The present 
generation of generative design software can create sophisticated lattices 
and efficient organic shapes; the next generation could offer radical shape 
optimization, and completely reshape everyday objects.

• Automated design can turn product development into a continuous process. 
It is a crucial component of sophisticated mass customization that truly 
adapts product performance to individualized requirements.

• On the horizon are generative deep neural networks, which imitate human 
creativity. These models are experimental today, but have made breathtaking 
progress in the last two years.

•  Generative design algorithms tend to create complex, highly latticed designs 
that are difficult or impossible to fabricate with conventional molding or 
milling. For the types of performance-sensitive applications where this 
optimization is compelling, additive manufacturing will become essential.

•  AI also has important roles on the factory floor, which we discuss in chapter 3.

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
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Artificial intelligence is perhaps the most dynamic area of technological research today. 
The last five years have seen tremendous progress as deep neural networks have become 
practical, the cost of computing power has fallen, and massive, Internet-scale datasets have 
been made available. The benchmarks by which AI researchers evaluate their work show that 
algorithms now match or exceed human performance in areas like image classification and 
speech recognition, and AI features are tangibly present in real products like Amazon’s Echo 
connected speaker and Google’s translation service.

AI refers to a loose grouping of statistical techniques that can model and make predictions 
from rich, complex forms of data like images, written language, and streaming sensor data. 
Together these have many applications in product development, manufacturing, distribution,  
and aftermarket service.

In some cases where companies already collect and analyze large datasets, AI-based software will 
offer incremental improvements to existing systems—for instance, finding more efficient routes 
for delivery trucks than the ones currently generated by computerized dispatching systems, 
or helping salespeople wring a few more dollars out of their accounts by suggesting customized 
pitches and dynamically generated prices. In other cases, artificial intelligence will digitize and 
automate processes that are today mostly manual. These range from prosaic, like replacing 
human quality-assurance workers with the quick snap of a digital camera, to nearly poetic.

The future of design, in particular, is likely to entail a blend of human and algorithmic insight, 
with computers rapidly generating and evaluating design variations under the guidance of a 
designer or engineer. Manufacturing the designs that result—full of exotic, highly optimized 
geometries—will require 3D printing and sophisticated robots that can handle unusual shapes. 
Combined with feedback from instrumented manufacturing equipment and from connected 
products in the field, intelligent software will constantly assess product performance and 
suggest revisions that can be implemented by the AI-guided design software at the beginning  
of the cycle, turning product development into a continuous process.

http://www.aiindex.org/2017-report.pdf
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Searching for designs
Design is a profession of both grand vision and painstaking, 
sometimes tedious, detail. For every minute an industrial designer 
spends sculpting the sweep of an iconic enclosure, she spends 
several more agonizing over the placement of fasteners. Designers 
and engineers work on teams, iterating and testing many designs 
before finding one that reasonably satisfies all requirements.

Computers are naturally suited to highly repetitive, iterative tasks, 
and several companies have developed software that can generate 
and evaluate billions of design variations in order to optimize 
structural performance and reduce manufacturing cost. A designer 
or engineer begins by specifying requirements and optimization 
objectives—for instance, that a chair’s seat should rise a certain 
height above the floor and support a certain amount of weight, and 
that the chair should use a minimum amount of material. Software 
begins to generate incrementally different designs, evaluating each 
one against the designer’s objectives and determining how it might 
revise the design again in order to improve its performance.

The designs that these “genetic algorithms” produce are highly 
optimized, with intricate features that might take a human days 
to develop through manual design revisions. They often include 
organic geometries and finely tuned lattices with structural 
characteristics that precisely match requirements.

The chair shown here is an extreme example of an entire product 
designed algorithmically. The scope of generative design will 
often be much smaller—replacing a solid component with a lattice, 
or rearranging the structural members inside a familiar object. 
Airbus, for instance, used generative design software to redesign 
a bulkhead separating the passenger cabin from a crew area on 
its A320 airliner. Called the “bionic partition,” it weighs 45% less 
than its conventionally-designed predecessor and is built from 
3D-printed lattice tubes.

Autodesk’s Dreamcatcher generative-design algorithm evaluated millions of 
chair designs before settling on this design that optimizes for strength and 
material usage. Images: Autodesk

https://www.autodesk.com/redshift/bionic-design
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The generative-design process changes the role of the designer; humans specify high-level 
performance requirements and general design frameworks, then relegate the details to software. 
In the near term, designers and engineers will begin to use generative algorithms to handle 
specific design challenges; the software will serve as a low-level productivity aide, in the same 
way that spreadsheet software sped up low-level computation tasks for accountants.

As the software matures, it may change the process of design in more fundamental ways, 
requiring that designers and engineers become adept at integrating their vision with that of an 
algorithm. And it will almost certainly blur the role of designer by making the process of design 
more accessible to professionals in adjacent fields and even to laypeople.

“Automation doesn’t just eliminate unskilled jobs, it enables people to cross over.”

– Krisztina ‘Z ’  Holly 

Several generative-design functions are commercially available today.  
At this point most of them require a highly skilled operator. They include:

•    Topology optimization, which searches for optimal 
shapes and configurations. Topology optimization 
software may use finite element analysis to 
remove non-load-bearing material, or it may use 
genetic algorithms as described above. Examples: 
Dreamcatcher and Fusion 360 from Autodesk; 
Simulia from Dassault Systèmes; HyperWorks 
for Altair; Live Parts from Desktop Metal

•     Design automation, in which users specify 
parameters and software generates a design. Used 
alongside a tool like an online configurator, the 
software might also generate pricing and expected 
manufacturing time and integrate with other factory 
management software to optimize production. 
Examples: DriveWorks; paramate from trinckle 3D; 
and Robot from Materialise

•    Lattice generation, which creates regular or 
irregular lattices to meet structural requirements. 
Examples: nTopology’s Element Pro and 
Autodesk’s Netfabb 

•  Additionally, many solid-modeling platforms include 
programming interfaces that allow users to define 
their own design algorithms, whether genetic or 
deterministic. Examples: FeatureScript for Onshape; 
Grasshopper for Rhino; Dynamo for Revit

A generatively-designed “bionic partition” for an Airbus airliner. Image: Autodesk

https://formlabs.com/blog/digital-factory-podcast-z-holly-urban-manufacturing/
https://autodeskresearch.com/projects/dreamcatcher
https://www.autodesk.com/products/fusion-360/overview
https://www.3ds.com/products-services/simulia/
http://www.altairhyperworks.com/solution/Optimization
https://labs.desktopmetal.com/liveparts
http://www.driveworks.co.uk/design-automation/
https://www.trinckle.com/en/enterprise/index.php
http://www.materialise.com/en/software/robot
https://www.ntopology.com/element-pro/
https://www.autodesk.com/products/netfabb/overview
https://www.onshape.com/featurescript
http://www.grasshopper3d.com/
http://dynamobim.org/
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”

“

What we see are two trends. One I would label “infinite computing,” the idea that the cost of 
computing is going to zero. Combine that with the fact that we have as much computing power 
as you want on demand. If you had all the computing power in the world, how would you design 
and engineer things differently?

Mostly, and particularly in the world of engineering tools, we’ve taken the opposite approach. 
We’ve treated computing as though it were precious, or scarce, and we use as little as possible. 
If you turned that on its head and said, ‘I have all the computing I want, and it costs nothing,’ 
how would you do things differently?

This led to the idea behind generative design. The idea of generative design is that instead of 
starting as we all do today—in spreadsheets, or in Matlab, or in a parametric solid modeler— 
we ask the computer to design something that has the properties we want. What if we specify 
the outcomes instead of the inputs—say ‘this is what we want to accomplish,’ and see if the 
computer can do it?

The second trend is the idea of advanced manufacturing. Basically this is the application of 
microprocessors to the manufacturing process. And whether it’s biological or robotic or additive 
manufacturing, what we’re doing with digital manufacturing is we’re rewriting the laws of the 
industrial revolution.

The idea behind the industrial revolution was, ‘if I make a lot of things that are mostly identical, 
I can get really high quality at a really low price.’ All of a sudden we’re able to say, ‘I can make 
things in small quantity of very high quality, and they can be of low price as well.’ And so it’s 
really the application of the microprocessor that allows us to do this.

So if you can combine generative design—telling the computer what you really want—with 
computers that can help you fabricate it, we can do something different.

Watch Carl Bass’ entire Digital Factory presentation at digitalfactory.xyz

Carl Bass
@ The Digital Factory
In his keynote presentation at the Digital Factory Conference in June 2017, 
former Autodesk CEO Carl Bass reflected on the promise of AI-driven design.

https://digitalfactory.xyz/2017/boston/talks/the-future-of-making-things/
https://digitalfactory.xyz/2017/boston/talks/the-future-of-making-things/
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Implications for fabrication
The factory of the future will need to make several accommoda-
tions in order to draw the greatest possible value from AI-driven 
design. Generative-design algorithms tend to produce complex, 
exotic shapes that are expensive or impossible to manufacture with 
conventional machining and molding processes. And an essential 
promise of generative design is that it could create customized 
products with completely unique designs optimized for every individual 
application—a strain for conventional industrial robots that are in-
tended to handle large volumes of identical objects that have been 
explicitly designed for robotic grasping.

Additive manufacturing addresses the first of these challenges: 
not only does 3D printing offer geometric freedom—the ability to 
fabricate shapes that would be impossible to create by conventional 
means—it also profoundly reorders the economics of manufacturing 
complex objects. In machining and molding, complexity is expensive: 
every geometric feature requires more time in a machine tool or a 
corresponding feature in an injection mold.

On a 3D printer, as Carl Bass has said, “complexity is free.” That is, 
a 3D printer takes no more time, energy, or material to fabricate a 
complex shape than it does to fabricate a simple shape—and it may 
even take less time to make an intricate lattice than it does to make  
a solid block of the same dimensions.

Several advances in additive manufacturing address the opportunity 
of generative design. Selective laser sintering of plastic is undergoing 
an order-of-magnitude reduction in cost through machines like 
Formlabs’ Fuse 1. This 3D printing process offers complete geometric 
freedom: because unfused powder supports the workpiece as it’s 
fabricated, no support structures are required, and many complex 
shapes can fit together into the same build chamber. [See chapter 
2 - Additive Manufacturing]

Metal 3D printing has until now been too expensive for use outside 
of extremely high-value applications like those in aerospace, but 
manufacturers in a wider range of industries who require highly-
optimized metal parts may be able to print them soon. In the last 
year, Desktop Metal and Markforged have commercialized metal-
printing techniques that bring the cost of 3D printed metal down 
by an order of magnitude, making it a practical tool in mid-size 
workshops and a broad range of production environments.

Deep generative design
Deep neural networks are statistical structures that have proven 
adept at modeling complex forms of data like images and human 
speech. They are organized in one or more (usually several) “layers” 
that recognize progressively more abstract forms. For instance, in 
a neural network that detects images of cats, the first layer might 
detect vertical, horizontal, and diagonal edges; the second layer 
simple shapes; and the third layer whiskers, ears, and tails.

Researchers have published a handful of techniques that use 
deep neural networks not to simply classify existing content, but 
to create new content, including images, audio, and text. These 
techniques are in their infancy, but it is easy to see that they hold 
promise for designers and engineers. Instead of simply optimizing 
under constraints, like the design software described earlier in 
this chapter, they appear capable of imitating rudimentary human 
creativity by identifying salient characteristics at multiple levels of 
scale and reconfiguring them.

These techniques have advanced quickly in the short time that 
they’ve been subject to intensive research efforts (one of the most 
popular techniques, the generative adversarial network, was proposed 
only in 2015). Researchers have focused mostly on generating two-
dimensional images, but three-dimensional designs could emerge 
from the same fundamental approach.

In one early demonstration, researchers at Facebook trained a 
neural network with thousands of images of bedrooms taken from 
real estate listings, then used the network to generate entirely new 
images of bedrooms. The generated images (on the next page) 
demonstrate how the neural network grasped the key elements of 
a bedroom at several levels of scale. Not only are the basic colors 
and textures right for bedrooms, but the structure of the rooms is 
generally correct: beds are on the floors, nightstands are next to 
the beds, and lamps are on the nightstands.

In another strain of generative deep learning, a neural network is 
trained on paired data—daytime and nighttime images of the same 
subject, for instance, or satellite images and maps of the same 
area—and learns to translate between them. Given a satellite image 
of an area the network hasn’t seen before, it can draw a map.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1406.2661
https://arxiv.org/abs/1406.2661
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Images of bedrooms generated by a neural network from “Unsupervised Representation Learning with Deep 
Convolutional Generative Adversarial Networks,” by Alec Radford, Luke Metz, and Soumith Chintala, via GitHub.

A neural network trained with pairs of images—labeled street scenes and photos, satellite images and maps, 
sketches and photos, etc.—was able to generate these photorealistic images that display a remarkably deep 
understanding of real-world structure. Images by Christopher Hesse. 

https://github.com/Newmu/dcgan_code
https://affinelayer.com/pixsrv/
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These techniques have not yet been commercialized; they require significant amounts of 
computing power and large datasets just to produce low-resolution images. The pace of their 
development, however, suggests that real-world deployments will arrive soon. When they do we’ll 
begin to see computers generate content that was previously the exclusive output of humans.

Neural networks that can generate three-dimensional designs are far behind their two-
dimensional counterparts, but they hold similar promise. They will be able to understand and 
generate real-world structure, and the introduction of 3D scanners on mobile phones, led 
by the iPhone X, could provide the necessary training data. We can begin to consider some 
possible applications: describe a design in plain language, or in a primitive sketch, or in a quick 
snapshot, and a generative algorithm turns it into a solid model.

Generative neural networks could become aides  
to designers, translating from a natural-language 
description or a quick sketch into a precise design.

A three-inch cube with an inch-wide hole  
drilled two inches into the center of the top,  

and an inch-wide boss extending an inch from 
the center of the front face.

“

“
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• 3D printing has been ubiquitous in prototyping and product development  
for decades. Now this maturing technology is entering widespread  
use in manufacturing.

• Improved technology for high-throughput and high-quality printing  
of final parts, and a variety of improved materials, make 3D printing  
practical for small and mid-scale manufacturing—in some cases up  
to tens of thousands of units.

• In addition to fabricating end-use products directly, 3D printing offers 
compelling advantages in “hybrid production,” as an intermediate process 
alongside conventional processes, for instance in fabricating molds, tools, 
patterns, fixtures, and jigs.

•  Compact, accessible “desktop” 3D printers have become more capable  
and, when run in parallel, can outperform expensive industrial 3D printers  
on cost and throughput.

•  Manufacturers are working to decrease the labor intensity of additive 
manufacturing (AM) workflows, which is essential for bringing 3D  
printing to medium- and large-scale production.

• Investment in metal AM has skyrocketed, with process improvements  
and new technologies driving down cost per part.

ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING
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Compact, modular systems  
for plastic 
For the first three decades of their existence, 3D printers were 
limited by cost and complexity to large enterprises and service 
bureaus. In the early 2010s, driven by more capable embedded 
hardware, expired patents, and matured technology, hundreds 
of companies entered the market and began to flood it with 3D 
printers. A bubble quickly appeared.

The first technology to become available on the desktop was fused 
deposition modeling (FDM). 3D printers that melt and selectively 
deposit plastic became truly affordable to consumers, but their 
capabilities remained limited. The surge of excitement quickly plunged 
into a trough of disillusionment, and the dream that 3D printers 
would become essential tools in every home never materialized.

Away from the frothy consumer 3D printing market, however, 
additive technologies continued to advance rapidly. Printers 
aimed at professionals for use in engineering, prototyping, and 
manufacturing began to cross critical thresholds in print quality, 
reliability, and cost structure.

The second technology to appear in a more affordable, compact, 
and easy-to-use format was stereolithography (SLA). In 2013, 
the Formlabs Form 1 brought high-resolution 3D printing— 
previously available only in printers costing more than $80,000—
to the professional market at $3,300. Offering a wide variety 
of functional materials, the technology expanded the use of 3D 

printing within product design and engineering, as well as in the 
dental and jewelry industries. 

The third wave of 3D printing techniques to arrive on the desktop 
(or, more accurately, the benchtop) is based on selective laser 
sintering (SLS), which has been an essential technology for 
industrial users. Unlike other desktop AM processes, SLS creates 
exceptionally robust parts from thermoplastics such as nylon 
that are nearly as strong as their injection-molded counterparts. 
Unfused powder supports workpieces, which facilitates part 
packing for a higher throughput, and allows for a less labor-
intensive post-processing workflow. 

Until three years ago the least expensive SLS printers cost around 
$200,000 (and the largest industrial systems as much as several 
million dollars). Benchtop SLS printers that produce nylon parts 
are now becoming available in the $10,000 range, making the 
technology much more accessible and lowering production cost 
significantly when equipment ownership is taken into account. 
Benchtop SLS has the potential to expand beyond prototyping and 
reach into the domain of end-use parts.

Additive manufacturing went through perhaps the most striking hype cycle in recent memory during 
the early 2010s, when promoters claimed that it would find broad usage in consumer applications and 
reorder businesses from The Home Depot to UPS. Since the breathless hype subsided a few years 
ago, professional 3D printing technologies have been rapidly maturing in concrete ways. The 3D printing 
market, with sales of $6 billion in 2017, is projected to grow at a compound annual rate of 30.2% to reach 
a total market size of $22 billion by 2022.

https://formlabs.com/blog/ultimate-guide-to-stereolithography-sla-3d-printing/
https://formlabs.com/3d-printers/form-2/
https://formlabs.com/3d-printers/fuse-1/
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20171120005713/en/3D-Printing-Market-2017-2022-Analysis-Material-Printer
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The three most common plastic 3D printing technologies. Fused deposition modeling (FDM) 3D printers build 
parts by melting and extruding thermoplastic filament. Stereolithography (SLA) cures liquid resin with a laser. 
Selective laser sintering (SLS) uses a high-powered laser to fuse small particles of polymer powder.
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Metal printing
Metals have always floated at the top of the additive 
manufacturing market, and investment in the metal 3D printing 
market has grown tremendously in the last several years.

Metal 3D printing offers the allure of exceptionally high-performance 
parts made from steel, titanium, nickel alloys, and aluminum  with 
exotic geometries for demanding, high-value industries like 
aerospace and medical devices. These industries are able to take full 
advantage of 3D printing in fabricating metal parts—in particular 
generatively-designed, highly latticed parts that decrease material 
needs and part weight. [See chapter 1 - Artificial Intelligence]

The most common traditional metal AM systems are selective laser 
melting (SLM) and direct metal laser sintering (DMLS). Just like 
plastic SLS, these processes create objects from thin layers of 
powdered material by selectively melting it using a heat source. 
But given the higher melting point of metals, they require much 
more powerful lasers and an industrial environment.

Until very recently, the extraordinary cost and complexity of these 
metal 3D printers has made them impractical outside a somewhat 
narrow range of high-value, low-volume applications. DMLS 
and SLM metal printers start at $400,000 and go well beyond 
$1,000,000, and they require highly skilled operators and carefully 
controlled environments. Unlike plastic SLS prints, laser-sintered 
metal parts require support structures. Post-processing is labor-
intensive, and some parts need further machining steps to meet 
final requirements. 

The metal 3D printing field has been the subject of active 
investment in the last several years. In 2016, GE acquired two 
leading metal AM companies, Concept Laser and Arcam. Several 
venture-backed companies, including Desktop Metal, Markforged, 
and Xjet, are pursuing new metal 3D printing processes that 

promise to lower cost-per-part and make metal 3D printing 
affordable for a wider range of applications. 

Aiming to disrupt the market from the low end, Desktop Metal 
and Markforged have developed compact, accessible systems that 
work similarly to FDM, but use composite materials made from 
metal powder bound in a plastic matrix. After printing, the parts are 
cleaned and sintered in a furnace to remove the binder and fuse the 
metal powder into solid metal parts. With prices that begin around 
$100,000 for a complete system, these systems are much less 
expensive than traditional laser-based metal AM systems.

Desktop Metal’s second, higher-end production system combines 
proven materials from metal injection molding with a technology 
similar to binder jetting to jumpstart its ecosystem and decrease 
costs considerably. XJet’s metal jetting technology suspends metal 
particles in liquid and dissipates them with heat to form solid metal 
and ceramic parts. 

While these technologies will not (yet) bring metal 3D printing 
to the masses, they’ll lead to much wider adoption of additive 
manufacturing in a range of low- and medium-volume industries, 
and will modernize prototyping and product development 
processes for metal parts.

Desktop Metal’s Studio System works similarly to FDM, but uses composite 
materials made from metal powder bound in a plastic matrix. After printing, the 
parts are cleaned and sintered in a furnace to remove the binder and fuse the 
metal powder into solid metal parts. Image: Desktop Metal
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 Automation and  
streamlined workflows
Counterintuitively, labor is the costliest component of most AM 
processes. A 3D printer isn’t a magical box that produces a pristine 
part at the push of a button; technicians must remove parts from 
printers and perform some degree of post-processing. This could 
involve anything from a light brushing to extensive solvent-washing, 
heat treatment, abrasive polishing, and coating processes. In order to 
gain a foothold on the factory floor, AM systems have to decrease 
labor needs and fit into existing manufacturing workflows.

Workflow and technology improvements promise savings on labor 
costs. Some FDM printers with dual nozzles offer soluble supports 
that can be easily washed away in solvents. Some SLA systems 
simplify post-processing with automated cleaning and post-curing 
stations. Because plastic SLS prints require no support structures, 
their post-processing workflow tends to be less labor intensive than 
with other processes, and more parts can be packed into the build 
volume as well, decreasing the amount of handling required per 
part. Metal AM manufacturers increasingly offer modular, semi-
automated systems that simplify post-processing workflows including 
powder handling and extraction, heat treatment, and part removal.

Just as computing shifted from mainframes to desktop PCs in 
the 1980s, 3D printing systems are also shifting from monolithic 
to distributed. Formlabs, Stratasys, 3D Systems and Mass Portal 
have all introduced cells of automated, compact, modular printers 
for plastics. Robotic arms and gantry systems carry out part 
removal to reduce operator tasks, allowing the printers to run 24 
hours a day for continuous production in a “lights-off” setting. 
Smart cell management software optimizes print queues, provides 
remote monitoring, and integrates with factory CRM, ERP, and 
MES systems. An array of sensors detects print failures and 
protects operators. Modular systems also have the added benefit of 
redundancy—if one machine breaks down, the others can distribute 
the workload and continue production without interruption. 

These automation cells further transform the economics of 3D 
printing by turning clusters of desktop machines into production-
run machines, offering high throughput at low cost. Additionally, 
they let engineers and designers use the same 3D printing 
platform to both prototype and manufacture, reducing costly 
design-for-manufacture processes and shortening product 
development cycles.

As automation systems improve, and gain the ability to handle 
irregularly-shaped, one-off workpieces [see chapter 3 - Robotics], 
it will become possible to further automate other aspects of 3D 
printing. Robots could remove supports, apply coatings, and use 
adhesives to combine multiple 3D-printed and conventional parts, 
going beyond digital fabrication into “digital assembly.” 
 
Form Cell, a modular production cell developed by Formlabs, uses a robotic 
arm and gantry system to remove finished parts and clean them in a washing 
station before placing them on a rack for post-processing, saving considerable 
human labor.

https://formlabs.com/blog/digital-factory-podcast-michael-todd-digital-assembly/
https://formlabs.com/3d-printers/form-cell/
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Advances in materials
Additive manufacturing systems are the Swiss Army knives of 
manufacturing tools. They work with a wide range of materials;  
by switching between them, a single machine is capable of 
producing parts for many different applications.

One of the best examples of this versatility is in resin-based polymer 
3D printing processes, like stereolithography (SLA). The same 
compact, desktop SLA 3D printer can produce biocompatible splints 
and surgical guides in a small dental office, and jigs, fixtures, and 
temperature resistant molds for an automotive factory. 

Other advanced 3D printing materials similarly allow the digitization 
of heretofore analog processes. High-temperature resins can be 
used in low-pressure plastic injection molding and can even be used 
to cast soft metals like pewter. Although molding quality might not 
match that of hard tooling, 3D printed molds satisfy a crucial need 
in small- and medium-run production where the cost of tooling 
might not otherwise be recoverable. 

SLA, SLS and FDM parts can be used to fabricate jigs and  
fixtures for industrial production lines, replacing costly 
machining processes. PEEK, ULTEM and reinforced engineering 
thermoplastics for FDM provide improved mechanical properties 
and temperature resistance to replace even metal parts. And 
new ceramic SLA materials promise to deliver exceptional heat 
resistance and inert chemical interaction.

Four parts produced using the same SLA 3D printer.  
From top: a biocompatible denture; a fixture in an automated production line 
at an automotive factory; a ceramic gas nozzle; and a pewter model formed in 
a 3D-printed mold. Images: Formlabs

https://formlabs.com/blog/replacing-machined-jigs-fixtures-3d-printed-parts/
https://formlabs.com/blog/reducing-costs-and-lead-time-in-manufacturing-with-3D-printed-jigs-fixtures-and-toolings/
https://formlabs.com/blog/reducing-costs-and-lead-time-in-manufacturing-with-3D-printed-jigs-fixtures-and-toolings/
https://formlabs.com/materials/ceramics/
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Improving economics for manufacturing
3D printing is not a cure-all for every manufacturing need; so far it has only made sense for 
the highest-value, lowest-volume, most-customized work. For high-volume production, 
conventional methods remain more cost effective. Nevertheless, the economics of 3D printing 
are improving, and the cost-per-part threshold is moving: it’s becoming practical to use the 
technology in incrementally lower-value, higher-volume applications. Fueled by technology 
innovation and improving material properties, AM is bound to further expand beyond 
prototyping toward end-use parts and mass production.

The economics of 3D printing are improving, and the cost-per-part threshold for manufacturing 
with the technology is moving: it’s becoming practical to use AM in incrementally lower-value, 
higher-volume applications.

CO
ST

S

UNITS PRODUCED

Prototyping

Production Jigs

Dental Aligners

Hearing Aids

Orthotics

Athletic Shoes

Earbuds

General Purpose Plastic Parts

Current Cost Per Part Threshold
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In many cases, 3D printing serves as an intermediate step alongside conventional 
manufacturing methods, also known as hybrid production. In the jewelry industry, for example, 
3D printing is part of the investment casting process. Jewelry makers begin by designing 
a piece digitally, then 3D print it in a castable resin that can be immersed in a sand-like 
investment material and cleanly burned away in an oven, just like regular models made of 
jeweler’s wax, leaving a cast for precious metals.

A hybrid 3D printing process can also produce affordable custom earbuds. The process  
begins with a fast, non-intrusive digital scan of the customer’s ear canal using a 3D scanner.  
A technician edits the digital file into a 3D printable mold, and sends it wirelessly to an SLA  
3D printer. Once printed, the parts are cleaned and the technician casts biocompatible silicone 
into the molds, removes the 3D printed shell, then finishes and coats the final product. 3D 
printing thus becomes an integral part of these traditionally artisanal processes, even though 
nothing in the final product itself is 3D printed.

Custom earbuds are made by casting biocompatible silicone in 3D-printed hollow molds. Each printed mold 
costs $0.40 to $0.60 in resin, and the overall production of a final pair of earbuds costs approximately $3 to 
$4 in raw materials (including silicone and lacquer). Images: Formlabs

Digitally  
Design Piece 3D Print Piece Prepare  

for Casting
Make Mold and

Burn Out Printed Parts Cast Pieces Polish and  
Finish Pieces

https://formlabs.com/blog/custom-earbuds-manufactured-with-3d-printing/
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Industries like dentistry, medical devices and audiology are rapidly adopting 3D printing to 
produce final parts that conform to unique patient profiles. As 3D printing becomes standard 
in dental practices and labs, it will increasingly be used to produce splints and dentures 
directly from biocompatible materials. In audiology, most custom hearing aids are already 3D 
printed. The broader medical market also offers tremendous potential. For example, strong, 
biocompatible SLS parts can be used to produce custom orthotics and other devices that 
come into contact with skin.

As costs fall, additive manufacturing is also bound to appear in more conventional consumer 
products. In the highest-volume segments of the consumer electronics industry, for instance, 
injection molding is still the only practical way to produce plastic parts. But in the broad  
middle-volume segment of the electronics industry, 3D printing has begun to take hold.  
By using additive manufacturing instead of injection molding, electronics manufacturers are  
able to streamline product design and production, maintain flexibility, and, with no tooling 
necessary for 3D printing, reach break-even points with injection molding at volumes over 
10,000 units. [See sidebar]

Shoe companies like New Balance and Adidas have announced plans to mass produce custom 
shoe midsoles that are 3D printed from rigid polyurethane (RPU) within the next few years. 
Here, too, 3D printing will be combined with other manufacturing methods, producing the 
most critical and highly-customized parts of the product and leaving other parts to traditional, 
cost-effective fabrication processes. 

Shoe concepts by New Balance with 3D printed midsoles.
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As we think about additive manufacturing or 3D printing, 
we look at how it disrupts and how it changes the $12 trillion 
manufacturing industry, not how it affects prototyping 
which has largely been the market up until today.

When people think about 3D printing, they jump to the 
exterior, cosmetic parts that they can see and recognize, 
and ask when those things will convert to 3D printing in 
production. But in reality, when you look at a product that 
gets made, there are a lot of things that go into producing 
that part, from what you see on the outside, to parts that 
are on the inside, to fixtures, manufacturing aides and 
tooling that facilitate the production and assembly of 
that product, down to the solder pallets and covers that 
allow circuit boards to be made. In every step along that 
value chain, we’re starting to see 3D printing impacting 
production operations.

However, production to us is not simply prototyping at 
scale. There are a lot of pieces along the value chain, from 
materials to software, hardware, workflow and all the way 
to legal that impact what it’s going to take for additive 
manufacturing to move into production. All of these have 
to come together to form solutions.

When we look at the cost pool for producing a part, about 
40-45% is based on materials. The second biggest cost  
pool is post-processing [at 25%]. When we think about  

how to drive down costs, we start with how we can attack 
these two value chains.

About a year ago, we said: ‘how is additive manufacturing 
going to convert in our business?’ We looked at the plastic 
parts we source from the outside that go into the final end 
products we ship to customers. We looked at what the 
breakeven costs were between molding these parts and 3D 
printing them. In some cases, it was as low as 670 parts, but 
in other cases it was close to 60,000 units.... Then we went 
back and looked at our half-billion-dollar spend [at that 
factory] and found that 25% of what we buy on the outside 
had volumes of less than 25,000 units. There are some 
real down-and-dirty manufacturing applications across the 
entire manufacturing community with volumes where some 
of the latest 3D printing solutions can make sense.

One other set of use cases from our factories is fixturing 
and tooling using 3D printing. In almost every scenario 
we’ve looked at for fixtures and manufacturing aides, 
[3D printing] is cheaper and substantially faster, and it 
allows us to go through substantially more iterations than 
machining solutions.

“

John Dulchinos
@ The Digital Factory
At the Digital Factory Conference in Boston, John Dulchinos, the Vice 
President of Global Automation and 3D Printing at Jabil Circuit, used a 
variety of real-life examples from the company’s factories to highlight  
how additive manufacturing is making its way into production applications.

Watch John Dulchinos’ entire Digital Factory presentation at digitalfactory.xyz

”

https://digitalfactory.xyz/2017/boston/talks/how-3d-printing-is-making-inroads-in-traditional-manufacturing/
https://digitalfactory.xyz/2017/boston/talks/how-3d-printing-is-making-inroads-in-traditional-manufacturing/
https://digitalfactory.xyz/2017/boston/talks/how-3d-printing-is-making-inroads-in-traditional-manufacturing/
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• Advancements in computer vision, sensor technology, embedded processors 
and artificial intelligence are making robots better at gripping irregular 
objects, navigating crowded industrial environments, and interacting with 
human workers.

•  Collaborative robots promise to reshape automated factories, allowing for 
much more interaction between robots and humans.

•  Robots at every level are becoming easier to program, so companies 
don’t always need to depend on costly integrators. This makes industrial 
automation accessible to smaller manufacturers and those that need  
flexible production environments.

•  The next generation of robots is practical for applications well beyond 
traditional strongholds like the automotive industry. They will be deployed  
in intralogistics, electronics assembly, small to mid-size factories, and  
even agriculture.

•  Connected factory assets, such as robots, sensors, and assembly stations, 
can be integrated through data platforms to inform not only day-to-day 
operations, but every stage of the product lifecycle, from ideation, design, 
and engineering, through distribution, sales, and service.

•  The industrial robotics market is growing fast: it doubled over the last five  
years to an estimated 425,000 units sold, worth $14 billion in 2017. Thanks 
in large part to their compelling new capabilities, sales of industrial robots are 
projected  to nearly triple over the next ten years, to $33.8 billion, with  
close to 1.5 million units shipped.

ROBOTICS, AUTOMATION
AND FACTORY INTELLIGENCE

https://www.recode.net/2017/6/22/15763106/industrial-robotics-market-triple-ten-years-collaborative-robots
https://www.statista.com/statistics/264084/worldwide-sales-of-industrial-robots/
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Smart Robots
Conventional industrial robots generally carry out tasks in one of 
three categories:

•  Material handling: moving items from one location to another, 
and transferring, loading, and unloading workpieces

•  Processing: manipulating tools to perform tasks on a workpiece, 
such as welding metals, inserting fasteners, painting parts, or 
applying adhesives

•  Inspection: using optical or touch sensors to measure parts and 
check assemblies as part of a quality-control process

The ideal applications for traditional robots have been in industries 
that produce products with low numbers of variants and large lot 
sizes. Automotive manufacturing is one such application; cars 
have extremely high volumes—up to hundreds of thousands of units 
of a single model—with relatively low requirements for flexibility. 
Industrial robots thrive in these highly automated, large-scale 
environments where everything around the robots moves with 
precision; when the robot reaches for a part, it is certain to find it 
where it’s supposed to be, oriented the right way to be picked up 
by the robot’s custom-made gripper.

Variation has been difficult for conventional industrial robots to 
handle. As a result, many applications that would otherwise be ripe 
for automation, like package sorting and handling, have remained 
highly manual. Thanks to technology improvements, the next 
generation of industrial robots is gradually diversifying from high-
volume, low-mix applications to low-volume, high-mix applications.

The earliest-generation robots were only able to follow the same 
pre-programmed motion repeatedly. Newer models use wires, 
guided tapes, lasers or vision systems to detect the orientation 
of parts and materials or to navigate around a factory floor, 
and the latest generations of robots can integrate information 
from multiple sensors and adapt their movements in real time. 
Computer vision technology has improved dramatically: error 
rates for object detection in standard benchmark datasets have 
fallen from 28.5% to below 2.5% since 2010. On many tasks, deep 
neural networks now outperform human vision, providing robots with 
better gripping capabilities, more flexibility, and versatility. 

Robots have been asked to conduct increasingly complex tasks. 
While earlier generations of robots had 5 to 10 axes, the most 

advanced robots today move on as many as 32 axes. They’re also 
becoming better coordinated, with the arrival of controllers that 
can simultaneously drive dozens of axes, allowing multiple robots 
to work together on the same task. 

Industrial robots are becoming more precise, too. As a 2017 
McKinsey report noted, “while general-purpose robots can 
control their movement with an accuracy of 0.10 millimeters, 
some current configurations of robots have a repeatable accuracy 
of 0.02 millimeters with future generations likely offering even 
higher levels of precision.” This will empower industrial robots to 
carry out increasingly delicate tasks, such as threading needles or 
assembling complex, miniaturized electronic devices. Contract 
manufacturers have been quick to embrace automation; Foxconn, 
the leading Taiwanese contract manufacturer, recently replaced 
60,000 people with robots.

FANUC industrial robots at an Audi assembly plant. Traditional industrial 
robots are isolated from human workers with barriers and cages, and need to be 
programmed by skilled technicians. Image: FANUC

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/automation-robotics-and-the-factory-of-the-future
http://www.aiindex.org/2017-report.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/automation-robotics-and-the-factory-of-the-future
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/automation-robotics-and-the-factory-of-the-future
http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-36376966
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Collaborative Robots
Conventional industrial robots can be lethal: heavy, fast-moving, and powerful, they’re able 
to dismember humans who wander into their work envelopes. Consequently, they’re isolated 
on the factory floor with cages, barriers, or safety enclosures, and are programmed to avoid 
contact with humans. Enclosures consume lots of floor space, and workers who inadvertently 
cross barriers will stop the robot, which then requires a skilled operator to restart.

Collaborative robots promise to reshape automated factories, allowing for much more 
interaction between robots and humans.

There are multiple levels of collaborative operation. Traditional cells separate robots from 
workers entirely. Robots built for coexistence can work next to humans; they’re equipped  
with soft actuators and sensors that can detect collisions so they can slow down or alter 
their path to avoid it, then restart on their own, limiting the need for human interaction. 
Synchronized robots share the workspace with humans in turns, while cooperative robots  
do so simultaneously. Fully collaborative robots can work with humans on the same parts.

Traditional
caged cell

CELL

Fenceless

COEXISTENCE

Share workspace
but not simultaneously

SYNCHRONIZED

Share workspace

COOPERATION

Working on  
the same part

COLLABORATION

These are all collaborative operations.

Degrees of Collaborative Operation Source: ABB
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Robots designed for collaborative operation are equipped with sophisticated sensors to allow 
this nuanced interaction between robots and humans. Improved environmental awareness 
provides better safety and makes them easier to deploy alongside human workers. Collaborative 
robots tend to be lighter, have a smaller footprint and work with lower payloads. More intuitive, 
intelligent programming interfaces make it possible for line workers to adjust the way their robots 
function, reducing the need for costly robotics programmers.

Collaborative robots currently represent only 3% of the market, but their share is estimated  
to reach 34% of all industrial robot sales by 2025, at more than 500,000 units a year.

Both established industrial automation companies and startups are developing collaborative 
robots. ABB’s YuMi is made for small-parts assembly, but is exceptionally versatile; it can solve 
a Rubik’s Cube, make sushi, wrap gifts or even conduct an orchestra. LBR iiwa is produced by 
KUKA, a German company recently acquired by the Chinese Midea Group. The lightweight 
robot can perform delicate assembly work, program itself based on simulations and carry 
payloads up to 14kg. Fanuc has also developed a series of collaborative robots, with the largest 
capable of handling payloads up to 35 kilograms. Start-ups that are gaining ground with cost-
effective collaborative robots include Rethink Robotics, Franka Emika, and Universal Robots.

ABB’s YuMi collaborative robot helps manufacture sockets at a plant in the Czech Republic. Collaborative 
robots can work alongside humans and can be operated by unskilled technicians. Image: ABB

https://www.recode.net/2017/6/22/15763106/industrial-robotics-market-triple-ten-years-collaborative-robots
http://new.abb.com/future/yumi
https://www.kuka.com/en-us/products/robotics-systems/industrial-robots/lbr-iiwa
https://www.fanucamerica.com/home/products-services/robots/collaborative-robot
http://www.rethinkrobotics.com/
https://www.franka.de/
https://www.universal-robots.com/
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Expansion to New Industries
Robots are five to ten times more prevalent in the automotive industry than in other 
industries, but the next generation of robots is practical for applications in industries that 
have so far been difficult to automate, including intralogistics, electronics assembly,  
and even agriculture.

Intralogistics, driven by the breathtaking expansion of e-commerce, is a highly competitive, 
low-margin industry which is forecast to see dramatic growth in automation over the next 
several years. Robots in logistics have to cope with high variability—an almost limitless range of 
packaging—and additional variability in the form of damaged packages (almost a third of online 
orders are returned, compared to 9% for brick-and-mortar stores, and handling returned goods 
is much more complex than packing them in the first place because they’re more likely to come 
back with irregular packaging).

Amazon is at the forefront of intralogistics automation, having acquired Kiva Systems for $775 
million in 2012, the second largest acquisition in its history at the time. Later renamed Amazon 
Robotics, the subsidiary produces automated storage and retrieval systems exclusively for 
Amazon warehouses. Amazon had 45,000 robots at the end of 2016, and the company is 
estimated to have deployed an additional 75,000 new robots in 2017. Its Chinese counterpart, 
Alibaba, is following closely, and in 2017 opened a smart warehouse manned by 60 cutting-
edge robots that do 70% of the work previously performed by humans. 

Conventional factory automation and industrial robots are accessible only to high-volume 
manufacturers who can absorb substantial upfront capital expenses. But plunging costs for 
sensors, actuators, networking, and computation are enabling a new generation of industrial 
robots that cost much less than their predecessors. Whereas traditional industrial robots can 
cost upward of $100,000 each, collaborative robots are generally cheaper, ranging from 
$25,000 to $45,000, and have substantially lower facility and integration costs.

These advances make robots economical for niche tasks, where annual unit volumes are 
measured in the thousands or tens of thousands rather than in the hundreds of thousands or 
millions. High-quality automation and robotics will be accessible to manufacturers working with 
smaller batch sizes and significant product variety, including small and medium-sized companies, 
revolutionizing factory economics and further tightening the product-development process.

https://digitalfactory.xyz/2017/boston/talks/extending-the-role-of-robotics/
https://qz.com/1107112/there-are-170000-fewer-retail-jobs-in-2017-and-75000-more-amazon-robots/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4754078/China-s-largest-smart-warehouse-manned-60-robots.html
https://internetofbusiness.com/ecommerce-giant-alibaba-opens-chinas-smartest-warehouse/
https://internetofbusiness.com/ecommerce-giant-alibaba-opens-chinas-smartest-warehouse/
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/automation-robotics-and-the-factory-of-the-future
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Intelligent Factories,  
Intelligent Lifecycles
Automation systems used to require specialist engineers to set up 
and operate, and as a result, they were inflexible and difficult to 
reconfigure in response to changing production needs. Advances in 
computing power, software, and networking technologies have made 
installing, programming, and maintaining robots faster and less 
costly than before. 

Plug-and-play components can now be connected using simplified 
network wiring. Sensors and actuators can monitor themselves 
and report their status to the control system to collect data for 
maintenance and for continuous improvement. 

Line workers can experiment with robotic coworkers by 
programming them through user-friendly interfaces in order to 
monitor, control, optimize, and automate processes. Companies 
don’t always need to depend on a costly integrator, which makes 
industrial automation accessible to smaller manufacturers and 
those that need a flexible production environment. Teaching-by-
showing, simulation and offline programming systems simplify 
testing and reduce engineering time and risk.

Data from smart industrial robots becomes immensely more 
valuable as it gets integrated with data from other assets on the 
factory floor. This is an area where many factories still rely on siloed 
technologies or even paper-based processes, but manufacturers 
are moving quickly to connect their machines with management 
systems through the Internet of Things (IoT).

Until recently, factory data management software required 
proprietary hardware and extremely expensive integration, causing 
small and mid-size manufacturers to rely on pencils and clipboards. 
But ubiquitous connectivity makes it easy to gather this data from 
many factory-floor devices into the cloud. For instance, Tulip, a 
startup that produces “an operating system for the digital shop 
floor,” allows engineers to use intuitive interfaces to create and edit 
processes that can coordinate human assembly workers, sensors, 
cameras, and connected machines. 

Once factory data is in the cloud, it can be analyzed by 
sophisticated artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms that ingest data 
from a variety of sources—examining, say, a decline in production 
quality and matching it to a shift in weather patterns or the 
appearance of a new logistics vendor.
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Source: PTC

https://tulip.co/
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The rapidly-growing AI community sees manufacturing as 
fertile ground for sophisticated data analysis. The first company 
that Andrew Ng, the celebrated deep-learning researcher who 
founded Google Brain, underwrote with his new AI Fund was 
Landing.ai. Founded by Ng in 2017, Landing.ai aims to “improve 
quality control, shorten design cycles, remove supply-chain 
bottlenecks, reduce materials and energy waste, and improve 
production yields.”

The ultimate vision of a fully coordinated digital factory extends well 
beyond the shop floor, encompassing every stage of the product 
lifecycle from design through manufacturing, distribution, sales, and 
service. At each step in that lifecycle, rich data helps managers make 
decisions in real time.

Consider, for instance, how a mechanical failure might play out in 
a connected car. A sensor detects the failure, informs the owner, 
and contacts the automaker’s service department to schedule a 

Sensor Detects Failure

Owner Notified Service Department 
Scheduled

Technician Report Analyzed
sofware identifies problematic  
manufacturing line and batch

Generative Software  
Suggests Improved Design

Usage and Failure Data
Product manager discovers that customers  

are using car for unintended applications and  
develops plan to address new market

repair. This type of connectivity has been commonplace for some 
time, but an automaker that has reconfigured itself around digital 
manufacturing could go further: data from the failure also goes to 
an AI algorithm that pools it with other failure reports and identifies 
the root of the problem as a specific automated step in the factory. 
The plant’s technicians reconfigure the robot as a stopgap measure, 
but the automaker’s generative computer-aided design (CAD) 
software suggests a better solution: a redesigned geometry for 
the broken part [see chapter 1 - Artificial Intelligence] that can be 
quickly prototyped and manufactured on metal 3D printers with 
minimal retooling time [see chapter 2 - Additive Manufacturing]. 
Reaching even further back into the product lifecycle, the failure 
data informs the automaker’s product-development managers, 
who discover that customers are using the car in unintended 
applications, and adjust their product roadmap to address a new, 
previously-unknown market.

https://www.landing.ai/
https://medium.com/@andrewng/revitalizing-manufacturing-through-ai-a9ad32e07814
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I got excited about the IoT [Internet of Things] when I saw that it was about bringing data 
from the physical world back into the digital world, where we could do amazing things.  
Then, we realized that the counterpart to IoT is augmented reality because AR is bringing 
data from the digital world and crossing that boundary again to bring it into the physical 
world, where you can overlay it on objects and environments to give a combined physical-
digital experience to a human. 

The number-one place where IoT and AR are getting applied right now is smart manufacturing. 
You can take data from physical assets in the factory, bring it into the digital world, do processing 
and analytics, create application capabilities and then deliver augmentable experiences to people 
in the physical world.

In factories, products are beginning to work with each other. Things that didn’t come from  
the same vendor are being made to work together after the fact. A smart factory is a system  
of systems; it’s pretty unusual that all the equipment in a factory is brand new and comes  
from the same vendor.

There’s a lot of technology, and quite frankly, lots of things are already connected, but these 
systems don’t talk well with each other within their level, and more importantly across levels. 
People say ‘even with all this technology, I don’t really know what’s going on in the factory.’

With IoT and a new layer of digital technology, what people can do for the first time is to 
generate a picture of what’s happening in the factory. They can also normalize that picture and 
compare one factory to another, even though at every level, all the systems are different. They 
can have normalized KPIs and see why this factory is so much more effective then that factory 
and say ‘let’s dig into it and see if we can adjust it.’

“

Jim Heppelmann
@ The Digital Factory
In his keynote presentation at the Digital Factory Conference in June 2017,  
PTC CEO Jim Heppelmann talked about the challenges of connected 
technologies in factories and how the Internet of Things (IoT) and augmented 
reality (AR) can cross physical-digital boundaries to improve factory operations.

Watch Heppelmann’s entire Digital Factory presentation at digitalfactory.xyz

”

https://digitalfactory.xyz/2017/boston/talks/how-iot-transforms-companies-competition-and-customer-relationships/
https://digitalfactory.xyz/2017/boston/talks/how-iot-transforms-companies-competition-and-customer-relationships/
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•  Digital factories are already transforming product development by making 
design iteration faster and by producing a deeply integrated process from 
initial idea to final manufacturing.

•  Mass customization is becoming practical. Customization will initially appear 
in high-value fields such as medical devices, but will spread more broadly into 
consumer products as costs fall.

•  Rapid product development can take advantage of a new set of on-demand 
manufacturing services that reduce capital requirements for manufacturing.

•  The impact of digitization on labor is mixed: automation will continue to  
replace low-skill factory jobs and some clerical roles. AI-driven design could 
help engineers and designers become more productive. 

• Digital fabrication technologies like 3D printing could make advanced 
economies more competitive against low-cost manufacturing economies, 
leading to re-shoring in the developed world and premature deindustrialization 
in the developing world.

NEW BUSINESS MODELS,
NEW LABOR MODELS
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Rapid, constant  
product development
The digital factory promises to upend the economics of 
manufacturing and transform markets for manufactured goods. 
Digital fabrication has its greatest impact on costs in the product-
development and tooling stages—costs that may make up 
anywhere between 20% and 80% of the total cost of bringing a 
new product to market.

With upfront costs reduced, product development can become a 
continuous process in which products are constantly refined in order 
to meet changing market demands or address specialized customer 
requirements. Mass customization—high-volume production of 
completely unique products—becomes practical. And low-volume, 
highly specialized products can be profitably marketed.

Consider how the software development cycle has changed in the 
last 20 years. In the 1990s, Microsoft released a major new version 
of Windows roughly every three years. In 2001, Apple began 
releasing a new version of its macOS operating system roughly 
every year, and in 2013 made upgrades free to existing users. Minor 
updates are distributed online every few weeks. Now, following the 
mass shift toward software as a service (SaaS), popular software 
like Google Docs is sometimes updated multiple times in a day, 
through a process that is practically invisible to its users.

With more frequent product updates, software companies can add 
new features demanded by the market, fix problems, and respond 
to competitive pressure immediately. Companies that produce 
physical goods, by contrast, are limited in their update cycles by the 
upfront tooling costs inherent to manufacturing.

Beyond technologies like 3D printing that directly reduce tooling 
costs, the truly digital factory also entails a data-driven product-
development, sales, and service framework. With connected 
devices, the Internet of Things (IoT), and cloud-based software 

that can analyze data from lots of connected endpoints, it becomes 
possible to inform every stage in the product lifecycle through 
data-driven feedback loops, some of which could be automated.

In the last five years, information systems like these have become 
much easier to build. Powerful, inexpensive microcontrollers 
and embedded computers—beginning with the Arduino and 
Raspberry Pi, which are accessible to hobbyists—make it possible 
to add digital intelligence to practically anything. Mobile services, 
through cellular networks as well as new wide-area network 
technologies such as LoRa, can connect these devices to the 
Internet. And software solutions that can handle large amounts of 
machine data in the cloud are now widely available.

In the very near future, companies that rely on these systems  
will increasingly apply neural networks and other machine  
learning techniques to detect anomalies, predict errors, and  
even invent or modify designs in response to usage and 
performance data gathered directly from products in the 
field [see chapter 1 - Artificial Intelligence and chapter 3 - 
Automation and Factory Intelligence].

The product development cycle, which spans the entire process from initial ideation 
through aftermarket service, includes numerous feedback loops. These are often 
analog and cumbersome; digitizing them could dramatically speed the product 
development process and make it much more responsive to market demands.

Ideation Design Engineering Prototyping Design for Manufacturing Manufacturing Distribution Sales Service
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Mass customization
Mass customization is already widely available in high-value healthcare fields: hearing aids, custom 
orthotics, and dentures are all formed during manufacturing to fit their wearers’ bodies. Invisalign, 
which produces dental aligners by vacuum-forming plastic sheets over 3D-printed models, is 
perhaps the highest-volume user of 3D printing to date, having served over 5 million patients.

Invisalign, however, is the exception; many audiologists, dentists, and podiatrists use timeworn 
molding and casting techniques to produce their medical hardware. This is about to change: 
thanks to recent improvements in 3D scanning and 3D printing, it’s now easy and cost-
effective to produce products like these with entirely digital processes.

This is just the beginning. The cost of 3D printing is falling; software that can redesign products 
on the fly is becoming a reality; and mobile phones, led by the iPhone X, will soon put 3D 
scanners in the hands of billions of consumers. These advances are driving down both cost of 
acquisition (scanning and design) and cost per part of manufacturing.

As costs fall and processes become easier to implement, customization in less expensive 
products on a truly massive scale will become feasible, with implications for every industry  
from athletic equipment to hand tools.

Consumers have come to expect fully customized offerings in their digital lives. Companies 
that produce physical products will need to develop strategies for mass customization, in 
which they identify areas where customization could add significant value to their offerings. 
This value could entail either improvements in performance or stylistic personalization that 
helps consumers feel a special affinity for the products they buy.
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Everything-as-a-service
Meanwhile, the processes available to manufacturers are becoming much more flexible and 
sophisticated. Several of the developments above have converged into a new generation 
of rapid-fabrication houses that serve fields like 3D printing (Stratasys Direct), machining 
(Plethora), injection molding (Protolabs), and printed circuit board assembly (Tempo 
Automation). They reduce the capital investment required to manufacture high-quality 
products, and make low-volume production feasible.

With ubiquitous connectivity, it becomes possible to imagine other as-a-service models as 
well—in particular, shifting from capital ownership to paying for outcomes. Airlines and electric 
utilities might elect to pay for connected jet engines and wind turbines by the hour rather than 
tying up their capital in owning them.

Labor implications
Digitization has often generated anxiety about how human workers will be affected. Some of 
the technologies we describe in this report are what MIT economist Daron Acemoglu calls 
“replacing” technologies. They could displace human workers, especially in low-skill factory  
and clerical jobs, in much the same way that automation replaced assembly-line workers in  
the United States between the 1970s and 1990s. But other digital factory technologies fall 
into Acemoglu’s category of “augmenting technologies” that make workers more productive 
rather than replacing them outright.

In mid-2018, unemployment is close to its lowest in decades throughout the developed 
world. But close to 99% of jobs created since the Great Recession of 2007-2009 went 
to college-educated workers in the services sector, while previously well-paid blue-collar 
manufacturing jobs continued to decline. As recent elections in North America and Europe 
have demonstrated, overall sentiment has soured on global trade, which many voters blame  
for job loss. The result could be a new era of tariffs and trade barriers.

Exposure to Robots

https://www.stratasysdirect.com/
https://www.plethora.com/
https://www.protolabs.com/
https://www.tempoautomation.com/
https://www.tempoautomation.com/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/eriksherman/2016/07/02/college-educated-get-all-post-recession-jobs-even-low-pay-ones/#43bb0f4a187c
https://www.forbes.com/sites/eriksherman/2016/07/02/college-educated-get-all-post-recession-jobs-even-low-pay-ones/#43bb0f4a187c
https://www.cbpp.org/research/economy/chart-book-the-legacy-of-the-great-recession
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Although anxiety about overseas manufacturing has surged in the 
last several years, it is in a sense late: China, the target of many 
of these anxieties, has long ceased to be the land of abundant 
cheap labor. Its working age (15-64) population peaked in 2012 
and has declined since then. By 2050 it is forecast to fall by 23%, 
threatening to depress China’s long-term growth rate. Declining 
working-age population, rising labor costs, and the Chinese 
government’s industrial goals—Made in China 2025 —are all 
encouraging automation. 

Digitized manufacturing could drive several shifts in manufacturing 
venue: developed countries tend to be much more competitive 
with developing countries in industries that are highly automated. 
Digitization could thus lead to “re-shoring,” in which previously 
offshored manufacturing returns to developed countries, albeit 
with more automation and fewer unskilled jobs. It could also 
exacerbate premature deindustrialization, in which low-income 
countries that depend on manufacturing as a means of economic 
development lose their manufacturing base because they’re 
unable to support newer technologically-sophisticated and 
capital-intensive manufacturing ecosystems.

While human labor is an increasingly expensive resource, robots 
are becoming more affordable. Over the last 25 years, labor costs 

increased by 110% in the US, while robot prices decreased by more 
than 50%. This development has made robotics cost-effective for 
an increasingly wide range of applications. The spread of robotics in 
manufacturing seems relentless.

Industrial robotics have traditionally been “replacing” technologies 
[see sidebar]; they automate human activities and take over tasks 
previously performed by labor—for example, operations that are 
hazardous or uncomfortable for the human worker, tasks that 
require a work part or tool that is heavy and hard to handle, or 
operations that require long shifts.

This phase of automation may be different. As industrial and 
logistical robots move from high-volume, low-mix applications to 
low-volume, high-mix applications [see Chapter 3 - Robotics], 
the need for human involvement alongside robots will increase. The 
new generation of robots includes “enabling” technologies that 
augment what humans do in the tasks humans already perform. 
The overall effect of these robots is that they may complement 
humans and increase human productivity, avoiding the job 
displacement experienced in previous generations of automation.
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http://www.businessinsider.com/chinas-working-age-population-peaked-2016-4
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/07/china-working-ageing-population/
https://www.csis.org/analysis/made-china-2025
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“
“Replacing technologies are those that take over 
tasks or activities that human labor was previously 
performing… Classic examples of this include assembly 
tasks, switchboard operation, mail sorting, packing, 
stock trading, and so on.” Industrial robots—at least as 
implemented in large automotive plants—are on this list.

“Any age has a combination of enabling and replacing 
technologies… By making labor more productive, enabling 
technologies always increase wages… The implications of 
replacing technologies are very different. You can easily 
show that replacing technologies can reduce wages quite 
sharply and lead to lower employment.”

The long-running debate among economists over the 
value of automation, spearheaded by John Maynard 
Keynes and Wassily Leontief, “can be recast as thinking 
about ‘what balance of enabling and replacing technologies 
do we have? Which are the particular kinds of enabling 
and replacing technologies that will particularly reduce 
wages? And how can we try to change the balance of 
enabling and replacing technologies in the future?’”

Daron Acemoglu
@ The Digital Factory
In his presentation at the Digital Factory Conference on June 5, 2017, 
MIT economist Daron Acemoglu reflected on the labor implications of 
factory automation, and in particular the difference between what he  
calls “replacing technologies” and those that are “enabling technologies.”

Watch Acemoglu’s entire Digital Factory presentation at digitalfactory.xyz

“One natural thought would come to your mind: the 
more productive, the smarter the replacing machines are, 
the worse it is for labor. After all, what is it that replacing 
technologies are doing? They are replacing workers, and 
if they are smarter and more productive, that’s going to 
make it easier for them to achieve this. But actually, the 
opposite is true.”

“Replacing technologies create two effects: one is 
displacement—they replace workers—but the other is a 
productivity effect. And the productivity effect is that 
because they are better than humans, they increase our 
productivity. And if you have greater productivity in some 
tasks, you become richer, so you want to consume more 
of everything, and that will increase demand for labor.”

“So in some sense, the real threat for employment and 
wage growth in the future are replacing technologies that 
are so-so. It’s not the enabling technologies—it is the 
replacing technologies—but it’s not the smartest and the 
most amazing ones that you have to fear, but the ones 
that are displacing workers but are not so productive as to 
increase demand for labor across the board.”

”

https://digitalfactory.xyz/2017/boston/talks/robots-and-the-future-of-work/
https://digitalfactory.xyz/2017/boston/talks/robots-and-the-future-of-work/
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